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Cooperation in Heterogeneous
Populations

Karl Sigmundl and Martin Nowak2

ÄBSTRACT This paper deals with stochastic reactive strategies for the Iterated Prisoner's
Dilemma. It considers populations of individuals meeting randomly, and noisy interactions.
Both the analysis of monomorphic and heteromorphic populations show that the reciprocal
strategy Tit For Tat acts like a pivot: it triggers an evolution towards cooperation, but is not
the ultimate beneficiary of such an evolution.

L7.L Introduction

Ever since the early days of game theory, the Prisoner's Dilemma (PD) has
been viewed as a major paradigm for discussing cooperation between selfish in-
dividuals in the absence of constraints. From 1979 onwards, the topic received a
further strong impetus by Axelrod's computer tournaments (see Axelrod, 1984).
In addition to theoretical work on the mathematical aspects of the game, a wide
variety of research on its psychological, biological, political, and economical im-
plications and applications has developed (see Axelrod and Dion, 1988).

The two players of a P D game each have a choice between two strategies, namely,
to cooperate (C) or to defect (r). If both players cooperate, each receives as
payofT a reward ,B which is larger than the payoff P (punishment) they receive
if both defect. But a player defecting unilaterally obtains a payoff ? (the temp-
tation) which is stil l higher than ,8, while the opponent receives only ,9 (the
sucker's payoff) which is even lower than P. In addition to T > ^R > p > .9, it
is assumed that T + S I 2R, so that mutual cooperation is better than agreeing
on a rrnilateral defection and sharing the payoffs. (In all the computer simula-
tions, Axelrod's payoff values T : 5,.R : 3, P - 1, and S - 0 are used, but
other choices lead to similar results.) Since l) dominates C (no matter what the
co-player does, it is always better to defect), both players ought to opt for D:
But then, their payoff P is smaller than the payoff /? they would have obtained
by both cooperating.

N'Iany people experience difficulties in accepting defection as the "rational" solu-
tion (for an entertaining experiment, see chapter 30 of Hofstadter, 1g85); but, to
quote [,uce and Raiffa (1957), "no, there appears no way around this dilemma.
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We do not believe there is anything irrational or perverse about the choice of

D and, we must admit that if we were actually in this position we would make

these choices."

One way of persuading oneself of the validity of this conclusion is to omit any

appeal to "rationality" and to consider a populatlon (biological or artificial) play-

ing this game in randomly selected pairwise encounters. If one assumes that a
successful strategy spreadr (by inheritance, imitation, or infection, say), then

necessarily defectors spread faster and end up by taking over the whole popula-

t ion.

Nevertheless, there is a sizeable amount of cooperation around us, and a ten-

dency towards cooperation within us. How can this be explained? One possible

answer would be that the P D is only of marginal relevance for the emergence

of cooperation. But this suggestion can quickly be discarded. It seems, in fact,

that most business transactions have the same structure as the PD:the players

profit by cooperating in a joint enterprise (like trading or barteritg), but could

profit still more by not delivering their own full share. This remark leads to

another possible explanation for cooperati on: P D-like transactions are so com-

mon because they can be repeated. What we observe is frequently an Iterated

Prisoner's Dilemma (or IPD), rather than a single-shot Prisoner's Dilemma.

If one assumes that there exists a constant probability tu for repeating the en-

counter between the two players, one obtains a vastly more complex game. There

is now an infinity of different strategies, and it can easily be shown that, if tu
(the shailow of the future, to use Axelrod's expression) is larger than #, there

is no dominating strategy any more, (i."., no strategy which is best regardless
of what the other player does). In this case, the question of which strategy the

other player is likely to choose becomes essential. In 1979, Axelrod put the di-

verging opinions on this matter to the test by inviting game theorists to submit

their strategies (in the form of programs) to a computer tournament. The rest

is history: the winner of the round-robin contest was Tit For Tat (or TFT),,

submitted by A. Rapoport. It consists in playingC in the first round and then

doing whatever the other player has done in the previous round: first cooperate,

then imitate, to put it in a nutshell.

The tournamentst outcome was surprising, not only because of T FT's utter sim-

plicity, but also because, as is easily seen, a'I FT-player does never better than
the co-player. Whoever uses TFZ can never be ahead in the count (but never

lags far behind either). The strong point of T FT is that it elicits cooperation

from the co-player. By virtue of its transparency, it allows the co-player to dic-

tate the evolution of the game and thereby manipulates this co-player to opt for

cooperation.

Since the I P D is not a zero-sum game, the T FT-program can win the tourna-

ment although it achieves at best a draw against any other program. It earns
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a latge payoff by cooperating with strategies which, against other strategies or
their like, engage in fruitless defectionr. Thi, implies that the full advantage of
T FT is only displayed within a population. In further work, Axelrod kept in-
vestigating this context: first, by repeating the tournament with a considerably
Iarger number of entries, and then by applying game dynamics, i."., selection:
the population of programs was submiitld, gän"..tion after generation, to a
round-robin contest, and the frequencies of ih" programs increased at a rate
proportional to their payoff in the previous generation. Again, TFT did best.
This led to a heightened interest in the role of reciprocity in human and animal
behaviour' However, Axelrod's simulations dealt with a triglrty selective sample
of strategies submitted by sophisticated contestants, running its programs in anerror-free world' These two features are rather artificial. Ii order to approxi-
mate more realistic scenarios, Muy (1987) suggested to "take stochasticities intoaccount and investigate representative ,u*plJr". The following paper is a stepin this direction' It analyses a highly heteroieneous population of players underconditions where noise blurs the perception and implementation of the players,
moves' This approach shows, among oth", things, that T FT is a catalyst ratherthan a beneficiary of an emerging cooperation.

We start with a short account of game dynamics and a brief sample of biolog-ical applications' Then, we introduce stochastic reactive strategies and discussthe evolution both of monomorphic and polymorphic populatiäns. Finally, wecompare this with related work and sketch pässible extensions.

L7.2 Game Dynamics

one can compute the payoff A, obtained in the n-th round by a prayer us_ing strategy E against a player u.ling strategy 8,, and,;";; it",orut payoff
lq,y:)_:_DnAnu)n (or, in the limiting.uJ" w = I of the infinitely iteratedPD, A(8, a') :li3 *@t+... + A^)). Co.,Jid", now a large population where rhestrategies 8r , . . . , .O, ,  exist  wi th f requenci€s o1 s. . . t tn (wi t i  f , r . r :  r t .The aver_age pavoff for strategy E; in this populatio., i, giu"t'ut f:\7i -'D, x1A(E;,, E).According to the usual discrete gu3" dynamics G"", e.g., Hofbuu"Tarrd sigmund,1988), the frequency x! of Ei i; the next g"rr"rution is given by

th"t"^f.- D; *;fi(*) is the average payoff in the population. Thus the composi-tion of the population changes from generation to generation. This compositionin turn affects the average payoff for-th" strategies. Ir{owak and Sigmund (19gg)show that with just thre" o. rtu. gltreient stratägies a rich spectrum of dynamicbehaviour can be obtained, including bistability and limit cycles.
If u is sufficiently large, a population playing ArtD (i.e., always defecting) can

,,;:,;Y,
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be invaded by T FT players if they enter in a cluster exceeding a certain size,

see Axelroa (tSS+y (f if players can make up among themselves more than

they lose against iefectors. They therefore increase in frequency, which in turn

increases the frequency of contacts with other T FT-players and hence their ad-

vantage over AII|)). Imagine that such a cluster is given by a family, for instance'

A r ir-population, on tL" other hand, cannot be invaded by a cluster of defec-

tors. AllC-pluy"rr, ho*",r"r, do as well as theT FT-players in aT FT-population'

Thus, there is no selection against AtlC, so that it can spread by random drift'

But once a sizeable portion 
"t 

ttt" population consists of individuals who do not

retaliate, AllD players can invade again'

Stochastic events can threaten a T FT-population in a more direct way too: any

mistake gives rise to a long sequence of alternating defections. In a heterogeneous

populatiän, this effect is less pronounced: when Axelrod repeated his tournament

with an error rate of L%,TFT stil l f inished first. But in a homogeneous popu-

lation of retaliators, even rare errors are very costly, at least if tr't is large' It is

obviously better to be generous and to forgive, at least occasionally, a defection

by the.t-ploy"r. one rrr.h g"n"rous strategy is Tit For Two Tats (ot TFW),

which defects only if the colplayer defected in the previous ttoo rounds. (This

strategy would hurr" won the first of Axelrod's tournaments had it been used:

but when it was entered in the second tournament, it finished only twenty-first.)

In a mixed population of. T FT and, T FTT, all players do equally well if there

are no mistakes. In a noisy environment, however, T FTT has a considerable

advantage. But if a minority of the population acquires the knack to cooper-

ate and defect in turns, then it can systematically exploit TFTT, wheras TFT

holds its own. On the other hand, a small group of players using Suspicious Tit

For Tat (or sTFT), which defects on the first move and then repeats whatever

the other did in the previous round, will hurt ?FT considerably, whileTFTT

escapes almost unharmed.

L7.3 Reciprocation in Animal Behaviour

The Prisoner's Dilemma is a favoured game of experimental psychologists (see,

e.g., Selten and Stoecker, 1986). But while human communities offer many ex-

uÄp1", of. IPDs, these are usually influenced by factors like social pressure, law

enforcement, ideologies, etc., which alter the payoffs in a complex way' Biological

populations pose less problems in that respect. Some of the leading sociobiolo-

girtr, like Hamilton (sle Axelrod and Hamilton, 1981) and Trivers (1985)' have

,trrdi"d the aspects of cooperation and reciprocation in animal behaviour exten-

sively. Here we list a few recent well documented cases:

(a) predator inspection. If sticklebacks notice a pike in their vicinity, they tend

io'upproach (up to a certain distance) in order to obtain information on this

,r"*ä"rrry. The risk of such an approach is considerably reduced if sticklebacks
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approach in pairs. As long as the sticklebacks approach together or alternate
in t.rking the lead, they cooperate. In an ingenious experiment, Nlil inski (19gi)
hacl ,r, single stickleback confronted wiih a dummy pike, and used a mirror to
make the stickleback think that it had a companion. Depending on the incli-
nation of the mirror, this fake companion kept either abreast o. lugg.d behirrd
by a few inches consistently. In the former case, the deluded stickleüu.k usually
appr'lached the dummy much closer, which suggests that its strategy is based
on riciprocity.

(b) q::Ting. The so-called cleaner fishes attend to the teeth of much larger
fish. This is to their mutual benefit, but the larger fish could be temptecl to Äp
their profit by swallowing the cleaner. The stability of the interaction seems to
be due to the probability of a repetitionl indeed, such grooming has only been
observed among fish with a fixed home-range offering a reliablä meeting place
(see ,\xelrod and Hamilton, 1982).

(c) Egg-sharing. Sea-basses are equipped with male and female sex organs. In
the course of a mating, they switch their sexual roles up to ten times in a row.
Since eggs are more expensive than sperm, sea-basses wait, after producing some
eggs, until their partner produces a few on its own (Fischer, 198b). Bv dividing
the interaction into several steps, the sea-basses thus change a single-shot pl)
into an IPD.

(d) tbod-sharing. Vampire bats who found no
their cave, be fed by their luckier brethren, who
ach's content, in what seems to be a case of
198.1) .

(e) \Vife-sharing. One young male baboon starts to quarrel with the overlord of
an t.trous female, while his comrade uses the digression to mount her sneakily.
0n ihe next occasion, the two young males 

"*.hung" 
their roles (see packer,

19?3 ) .

(f) l'{utual assistance. Vervet monkeys living in a group can recognize each
otho:r's vocalizations. Their support calls werl tape-recorded and lui", played
by 

"'' 
hidden loudspeaker. A monkey is more likely to respond if it has been

$rorrined by the caller a short while ago (see Cheney and beyfarth, 1gB2). Irr-
terestingly' responsiveness within a family is higher, but remains unaffected by
recti"rt grooming - acts of kindness appear to elicit less response among kin.

17.,i Homogeneous Populations

What is common to these real-life examples is that the decision whether or not
to ':.';operate depends on what the other player has been doing, but not in a
stnclly deterministic way. Individuals do not obey a clear-cut rule, rather they
exl]rbit a stronger or weaker tendency to play C. This appears to be a fuzzy pro-

victim ffiäy, upon returning to
regurgitate some of their stom-

reciprocal altruism (Wiikinson,
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gram. To model it, we consicler stochastic reactive strategies defined by triplets
"(r,o,,q), 

where y is the probability to play o in the first round, while p and q

are the conditional probabilities to play C after an opponent's C and, D respec-

tively, in the previous round. These strategies correspond to points in the unit

cube.  A l tc  is  the corner  po in t  (1 ,1 , l ) ,  A l lD is  the po int  (0 ,0 ,0) , ,TFT is  the

point (1,1,0), and STFT the point (0, 1,0).  These strategies, however, are not

prop"riy stochastic: they correspond to extremal points of our strategy set. As

soon as we take noise into account, we are in the interior of the cube.

It is clear that thes e (y,,p, q)-strategies form only a small part of the huge set of

all possible strategies for the I P D. For instance, T FTT does not belong to this

class. But a drastic restriction is necessary whenever one wants to consider rep-

resentative samples; otherwise, such samples would have to be far too large and

therefore unsuited for analysis. Furthermore, the class of strategies considered is

sufficiently broad to contain highty diverse specimens, covering a wide range of

cooperative, defective, reciprocal, or fully random behaviours; as a consequence'

this set of strategies allows for complex dynamical extensions.

If a player using strategy E : (y,p, q) is matched against a player using strategy

E' : (y,,p,,q,), then the probability of the former to cooperate in the n-th round

determines the co-player's probability to cooperate in the following round and

hence also the own level of cooperation in the (n * 2)-nd round. This echo-effect

determines recursive relations which imply that the probability of the first player

choosing C converges (for rr -* oo) to

c(8, E') -
q+(p-q)q'

r-(p-q)( f -q ' ) '

In particular, the probability to cooperate with a copy of oneself converges to

c(8,, E) -
L-p*q

l f  (p ' ,q ' )  l ies  on the l ine f rom (p, , i  to  (1 ,0) ,  then c(E ' ,E)  _  c(E ' ,0 ' )  _

c(8,,8')  -  c(E', ,E), and hence E and.E'have the same asymptot ic level of

cooperativity. If (p' , q') lies above this line, then E' is more cooperative, both

against E and against a copy of itself. Ilence this line divides the (p, g)-space

into one part where cooperativity is higher (which includes AllC) and one part

where it is lower (which includes AIID).

It is straightforward to compute the payoff A(E,E'), see Nowak and Sigmund
(1989b). For the sake of simplicity, rve shall only consider the limiting case tr.r : 1

(but emphasize that our results essentially apply whenever u.' is large). W" then

can forget about y, the probability to cooperate in the first move, which only

affects the initial phase and plays no role in the long run. We then obtain as

payoff for strategy E : (p,g) against Et = (p',q') the value
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FIG Ui l  E 17 .1.  The square
TF7': in its neighborhood
invadt'rl bv mutants rvith a

This ;,,l lorvs us to analyse the evolution of populations which are monomorphic
in the sense that the great majority of players settles on one fixed strategy E/.
lVe niay characterise those strategies E which do better, against 8,, tian E,
itself (see Nowak, 1990). A small minority using such a strategy E can invade
the f,. '-population. It turns out that the space of our (p. q)-strategies, i.e., the
unit  square, is divided into two regions (see Fig.17.l) .  In the ro-.ulLd C-region,
whicl i  contains TFT: (1,0),  an .E'-populat ion can be invaded by strategies E
having a higher level of cooperation, but not by any strategies with a lower level.
In  the D-reg ion,  which conta ins At tc :  (1 ,1)  and At tD:  (0 ,0) ,  the converse
holdr'. If E' is on the boundary line between these two regions, no -E does better
than f'," in an E'-popuiation, and only those E on the linl through E, and (1,0)
do eqrrallv lvell, i.e.,' have a chance to invade by neutral rlrift. This shows that a
fsnriency towards cooperation exists only in the C-region, i.e., in a neighborhoorl
of l ' i ' ' f  . I t  must be emptrasized that this is not a tendencv toward*crpr: i t  pa,vs
most lo deviate from the "consensus"-strategy E, played by the ho-og"'"or*
popr-rl;rtion, not in ther direction towards T FT (such a move would not affect
payoi-f at all), but in an orthogonal directjon.

,_t; f,l:"i imiting 
case of very small noise, tire strategy (1, q) with g - min[l -

iC" ;=J can be shown to be optima,l in the sense that it affords the higirest
pa'vi:i1 for a population aclopting it, compared to ali reactive strategies imÄune
to jn",asion by iess cooperative strategies (i.e., with lower pand g-values), see
Mol;inder (1985) and Nowak a,nd sigmund irssoy. This strar"gr, which is called
Ger,'.,trirr--. 'lit For Tat (or G'I'FT), .u., b" ,ri"r"d as a rnixture of r FT and,
tll l("' it is grateful in the sense that it never forgets a good deed, and tolerant
in thu: sense that it sornetimes forgives a clefection ltrut not always).
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FIGURE 17.2. The evolution towards defection. We start out with 100 randomly

chosen strategies, all equally frequent at the beginning. The defectors, close to the

(0,O)-corner, increase in frequency and ultimately take over.

17.5 Heterogeneous Populations

If the population is heterogeneous, the evolution is considerably more complex.

If there are two, three, or four different strategies in the population, the Same
dynamics can still be studied analytically (see Nowak and Sigmund 1989b). For

still more diversified populations, one has to resort to computer simulations.

In Nowak and Sigmund (1992) we studied random samples consisting of hun-

dred different (p, g)-strategies ('nhich means that 10000 interactions have to be

computed in each generation). If the strategies are uniformly distributed on the

unit square, all initially equally frequent, the evolution tends in almost every

case towards AllD. This means that the strategies closest to (0,0) increase in

frequency from generation to generation, while all others vanish (see Fig.17.2).

Such a tendency is due to the fact that a large percentage of the initial random

sample has high g-values and does not retaliate against exploiters. It pays to

defect against inverterate "suckers". By the time these born victims are elimi-

nated from the population, the defectors are so preponderant that cooperation

cannot be established.
If the initial population contains a strategy which is uery close to T FT , how-

ever, the evolution takes a remarkably different turn (see Fig. 17.3). The first
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FIGURB 17.3. This time, a strategy close to TFT (wirh p = 0.gg and g = 0.01) has
been added by hand. At first, defectors thrive, but when the ,,Suckers,, who do not
retaliate are driven from the population, the TFT-like strategy takes over. This is in
turn superseded by a more generous strategy.

phase is almost indistiguishable from the runs described previously. The strate-
gies close to AllD grow rapidly, feasting on their diet of "suckers,,. All recip-
rocating strategies close to (1,0) seem to vanish. But when the victims are so
reduced that the defectors can no longer exploit them, the small band of recip-
rocators returns upon the scene. The fortune of the exploiters takes a decided
tirrn for the worse. Their frequencies dwindle. Now it is the TFT-Iike strate-
gies who dominate the population. But their hegemony is transient, too. For,
when the defectors are exterminated, the reciprocators give way to more gen-
errrus strategies and vanish also. When the evolution finally grinds to a hait,
after several hundred generations, the population consists almost exclusively of
strategies close to GT FT. Even if we allow for random fluctuations, for instance
by introducing occasionally a small percentage of another strategy, this will not
alter the final equilibrium.

It should be noted that this turn towards cooperation can only be triggered
by o strategy that is extremely near to the TFT-corner (1,0). In g"r,"Ll, u
ranclont sample of 100 strategies uniformly distributed over the unit square will
not contain such a strategy. In the simulations, it can either be introäuced by
hand, or by choosing a probability distribution which places more weight upon
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the boundaries of the range ]0, 1[ of p and g-values. The most plausible candidate

for such a distribution has the familiar l]-shaped density function

f(p) -

which is a particular beta-distribution playing a considerable role in statistics'

such u *eighting of the values close to all or nothins (i.". to 0 and 1) makes

sense, ,irr." u .hlng" in, say, l% in their vicinity can be much more relevant for

the future evolutio.r thun a change from 50Yo to 49%. Whenever random samples

accorcling to such a clistribution are used, a dramatic turn of the tide in favour of

.oop"rotln is obtained: while the exploiters seem to be unstoppable at first, and

after ten generations only AllD-like strategies appear to be present, a minority

of reciprocators survives and acts like a lever to twist the momentum away from

clefection. After fifty generations, all q-values larger than 10% have gone into

hiding, and the battle between AItD andTFT takes a determined shift in the

latters' favour. But after a hundred generations, when only pvalues larger than

g5% remain on stage, higher q-values re-enter and generosity starts to pay. In

strch an evolution ,, T FT-l\ke strategies act as catalysers. They need be present

only in a trifling amount in order to trigger the emergence of cooperation. During

ths transient phase of the reaction, their concentrations grow' but then vanish

again.

The simulation in polymorphic populations confirms the result obtained by an

analysis of the -onornorphic scen aÄo: T FT is the pivot rather than the aim of

evolution. One way to visualize this pivotal role of TFT is to ask when an AIID

population can be invaded by a cluster of E-strategists, for a given size d €]0' 1[

of the cluster. In a dimorphic population where d is the relative frequency of

E : (p,q) and I - d the relative freqnency of AIID,, the amount of E will grow

if and only if

dA(E, E) + (1 - d)/( E, AttD) > LA(AIID, E) + (1 - d)A(AUD, AIID).

For any given value d, this defines a neighborhood ua of T FT in the strategy

,qrrur". Iid d"cr"ases, the neighborhood shrinks to the corner point (1'0).Thus

:f FT is the strategy that can invade defectors in a cluster of minimal size.

17 .6 Discussion

There are several directions in which these results could be extended. In partic-

ular, the range of strategies ought to be enlarged. The (p, q)-strategies depend

only on the co-player's move in the previous round. It would be more realistic

to acimit strategies with a memory of several rounds, taking the own moves into

accorrnt. In principle, this is straightforward: such a process is simply a Markov

chain. With a memory of length 2, for instance, there are 16 relevant histories.

I
l
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I
t

I
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I
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i
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Each stratcgy is a 16-tuplE pot.. . ,pts of probabi l i t ies to play C after a given his-

tory'. 
'f 'his vields a 16 x 16 transition matrix, which has a unique left eigenvector

i t ' t . . . t , r15, corr€sponding to the eigenvalue 1 which is stochastic ( i .e.,  T;) 0 and

lr; = 1). This describes the probabilit ies for cooperation bebween the two

i-lu)'.,rr in the stationary state, and hence the asymptotic payoff. The problem

ivith this approactr is less the cornputation of the eigenvector (the 16 x 16-matrix

has rnanv i)-entries), but the fact that the dimensionality of the strategy space

is so huge that samples have to be impossibly large in order to represent all

poss ib i l i t  i t ' s .

This pr,;bicm occurs even if lve coitsider only stochastic strategies with memories

of lenght i (but taking the own move into accourrt). Even if one uses tl-shaped
distributiorrs tor the sarnple, it may be that t,heTFT-corner is underrepresented

and cannot erert its policing function. Some simulations lead towards AllD,
while orhers display the turn towards co<iperation as described in the previous
secti tx.

,{ very'irrteresting approach is due to Lincigren (1991). who considered strate-
gies uirich are less stochastic than ours, but have longer memories (2 or 3).
Nlore precisei-v, the probabilit ies to play C, given this or that history, are either
€ or 1 - e , where e is a small number corresponding to the noise. This mea,ns
that the strategies are "intended" to be deterministic, but may suffer with a
small probability e from a mistake. Lindgren's sinrulations exhibit highly com-
plex r:volrrtionary histories, frequently leading to meta-stable states displaying
coexistence, and even symbiosis. An interesting result is the emergence of a
large class of strategies which (a) cooperate if both players have cooperated in
the previous two rounds, defected in the previous two rounds, or simultaneously
switched from D to C in the last round; and (b) defect if they, or the co-player,
have rn:ila,terally switched from C to D. Such strategies handle mistakes in a
surprising. brtt efficient way: if one player accidentally plays ,D, both players play
two rounds of .D and then resume playing C" Such strategies have already been
proposcd by }Iicko et al. (197i); they are difficult to exploit systematically, but
do not rio very well against TFT.

Lindgrcn's model extends simulations by Axelrod (1987), who used a genetic
algorithli 1'o sirnulate the evolution of a population of strategists whose memory
has a lt-ngth of 3. Such a,lgorithms use random mutations and recombinations
to intirdr-rccr new strategies and submit this diversity to culling by selection.
Axeiro,l a,l;;c; observed evolutionary histories which first lead toward defection
and l;rtcr tr-rrn toward cooperation.

It woultl b,r: interesting to see whether increasing the memory capacitv or the
abilit.r to landonize is more advantageous in playing the IPD. Preliminary
investi3;;r,tions seem to show that the situation is bistable. On one hand , (p, q)-
strateqir:s cannot invade a meta-stable population of the type described by Lind-
Sren; {)n the other hand, strategies of that type cannot invade a population of
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GT FT-players. In order to be efficient under conditions of noise and uncertainty,
a strategy will probably need both to keep track of the last few rounds and to
react in an unpredictable way to isolated defections.
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